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ABSTRACT
Pre-trained language model (LM) has led to significant performance
gains in various natural language processing (NLP) applications due
to its strong literacy, e.g., the ability to capture word dependencies.
However, the existing pre-trained LMs largely ignore numeracy,
i.e., treating numbers within text as plain words and without un-
derstanding the basic numerical concepts. The weak numeracy has
become a barrier to the use of pre-trained LMs in NLP applications
over financial documents such as annual filings and analyst reports
that are number intensive. However, the understanding and analy-
sis of financial documents are becoming gradationally important.
To bridge this gap, this work explores the central theme of nu-
merical pre-training to empower LM with numeracy. In particular,
we propose two numerical pre-training methods with objectives
that encourage the LM to understand the magnitude and value of
numbers and encode the dependency between a number and its
context. By applying the proposed methods on BERT, we pre-train
two LMs, named BERT-M and BERT-V. Moreover, we construct four
datasets of financial documents for evaluating the numeracy of
pre-trained LM, which focus on three fundamental perspectives
of numeracy: a) number embedding; b) number-text composition;
and c) number-number composition. Extensive experiments on the
datasets validate the effectiveness of the pre-trained BERT-M and
BERT-V, which outperform the state-of-the-art LM for financial
documents (FinBERT) by 4.83% and 4.34% on average. Furthermore,
their aggregation named BERT-MV increases the gain to 10.88%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Document representation; • Com-
puting methodologies → Learning latent representations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pre-trained LM such as BERT [9] has become a widely used back-
bone in various NLP applications such as document retrieval [7,
19, 23] and question answering [21, 40]. Pre-trained LM aims to
encode a document to capture contextual semantics from word
co-occurrence through self-supervised training over large-scale
unlabeled corpus [16]. As existing LMs treat numbers within the
document equally as plain words, they cannot recover the numeri-
cal information and infer the semantics beyond the surface form of
co-occurrence [44]. Take annual reports as an example, given the
sentence “the revenue increases 3% while the expectation is 4.5%”,
the model may fail to capture the gap between real increase and
expectation, and cannot identify the document as an influential
negative signal for the investment on the relevant stock. As such,
the existing pre-trained LM is insufficient for constructing NLP
solutions for financial applications.

In this work, we explore the central theme of numerical pre-
training of LM that empowers the model with numeracy so as to
understand the numerical information within documents. Accord-
ing to the common measure of numeracy for human beings [2],
we highlight that the LM should achieve the following three fun-
damental objectives1: 1) Understanding Number, which is a basic
requirement of numeracy to compare and discriminate numbers. 2)
Number-Text Composition, which is the ability to capture the con-
nection between a number and its surrounding text. That is what
number would be typically used within a context, e.g., the number
following “revenue increase” is typically at the magnitude of 10𝑒-2
or 10𝑒-1. 3) Number-Number Composition, which is the ability to
further capture the connection between different numbers within
the document, e.g., the real revenue increase (3%) is smaller than
the expectation (4.5%) by a large percentage.

Towards this end, we propose two numerical pre-training meth-
ods, magnitude model and value model, inspired by the widely used
pre-training objective masked LM [46]. In particular, 1) magnitude
model randomly masks number in the document, and predicts the
magnitude of the masked number based on its context. Similarly,
2) value model predicts the value of the masked numeric token
based on its context. Both objectives encourage the LM to encode
the connection between number and its context, especially the
numbers within the context, which naturally forces the LM to un-
derstand the magnitude and value of the numbers. By applying

1We ignore high-level numeracy skills such as understanding math equations, which
are typically achieved by additional components over LM [1].
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the proposed methods to BERT, we pre-train two language models,
named BERT-M and BERT-V, respectively.

To evaluate the numeracy of pre-trained LMs, we further con-
struct four datasets of financial documents for tasks of Number
Forecasting, Magnitude Inference, Numerical Decoding, and Numer-
ical Fact Checking, respectively. Prediction performance on these
datasets reveals the quality of number embedding, number-text
composition, and number-number composition, which is thus able
to bridge the research gap of numeracy evaluation. Extensive exper-
iments on the four datasets show that the numeracy of BERT can
be enhanced by further pre-training over the number intensive cor-
pus (i.e., FinBERT [8]). Furthermore, across the datasets, BERT-M
and BERT-V outperform FinBERT by 4.83% and 4.34% on average,
validating the effectiveness of the proposed numerical pre-training
methods. Lastly, the performance gain can be increased to 10.88%
by simply aggregating BERT-M and BERT-V (i.e., BERT-MV) in a
late-fusion manner.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We emphasize the importance of numeracy in pre-training LM
and propose two numerical pre-training methods: magnitude
model and value model.

• We apply the proposed methods to BERT and pre-train two LMs:
BERT-M and BERT-V, which are further aggregated to BERT-MV.

• We construct four datasets for the evaluation of numeracy and
conduct extensive experiments on the datasets, which validate
the effectiveness of our proposal.

2 METHODOLOGY
We first introduce the conventional pre-training method, followed
by the two proposed numerical pre-training methods.

2.1 Masked LM Pre-training
Given a tokenized document with 𝑁 tokens [𝑇𝑜𝑘1, · · · ,𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑁 ],
which are typically word-pieces [34], the LM projects each token
𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑛 into an latent representation 𝑯𝑛 . Masked LM (MLM) [9] is a
widely used objective to optimize the parameters of LM [8, 9, 22, 47].
As illustrated in Figure 1(a), MLM randomly masks tokens in the
document according to a given percentage, and aims to predict the
vocabulary ID of the masked tokens. In particular, MLM randomly
replaces input tokens with a special token [MASK], and feeds the
edited document into the LM. In this way, MLM encourages the LM
to capture the hidden connections between the masked token and
its context tokens [16]. Formally, the objective of MLM is:

Γ𝑀𝐿𝑀 = min
𝚯

∑
𝑛∈N

𝑙 (𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑛, 𝑓𝐼𝐷 (𝑯𝑛)) , (1)

where 𝑓𝐼𝐷 (·) is a classification function that projects the latent
representation of the masked token [MASK] that replaces𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑛 (i.e.,
output of the LM corresponds to the masked token) to a vocabulary
ID; 𝑙 (·) is a classification loss such as the cross-entropy loss; N
denotes the set of masked tokens in the training corpus; and 𝚯

denotes all model parameters to be trained which is typically in a
deep bidirectional Transformer [9].

2.2 Numerical Pre-training
Our target is to empower the LMwith numeracy in a self-supervised
manner w.r.t. three fundamental numeracy skills : 1) understand-
ing number, 2) number-text composition, and 3) number-number
composition. Similar to MLM, our focus is to design training tasks
targeting at the skills of numeracy.

Magnitude Model. Magnitude Model (MM) randomly masks
numbers in the input document, and predicts the magnitude by a
factor of 10 of the masked number based on its context. Figure 1(b)
shows a toy example of MM where 𝑇𝑜𝑘2 (85) and 𝑇𝑜𝑘3 (06) are
word-pieces of a number (i.e., 8506). The two tokens are masked
and replaced with a special token [NUM], and MM encourages the
model to predict a magnitude of 10𝑒3. By optimizing the LM tomake
correct prediction, MM enforces the LM to discover clues from the
context, including the other numbers, that indicate themagnitude of
the target number. For instance, the LM will capture the connection
among Spend, GPU, and 10𝑒3 from the toy example in Figure 1.
Toward this end, the LM is taught to understand the magnitude and
perform number-text association and number-number association.
Formally, the objective of MM is:

Γ𝑀𝑀 = min
𝚯

∑
𝑚∈M

𝑙

(
𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑚, 𝑓 (𝑯 [𝑁𝑈𝑀 ] )

)
, (2)

where 𝑓 (·) is a classification function that projects the latent repre-
sentation of the masked number 𝑯 [𝑁𝑈𝑀 ] to its magnitude;𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑚
is a label within {10𝑒-10, ..., 10𝑒10}. This range is intuitively set
according to the distribution of numbers in the corpus for pre-
training [8]2; and M denotes the set of masked numbers in the
training corpus.

Value Model. We further devise a similar training task Value
Model (VM) that predicts the value of a randomly masked number
instead of its magnitude. VM is much harder than MM since the
label space of VM (real numbers in a wide range) is much larger
than that of MM. Formally, the objective of VM is:

Γ𝑉𝑀 = min
𝚯

∑
𝑚∈M

𝑟
(
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑚, 𝑔 (𝑯 [𝑁𝑈𝑀 ] )

)
, (3)

where 𝑔(·) is a regression function that predicts the number value;
𝑟 (·) is a regression loss such as mean square error (MSE); and𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑚
is the ground truth of number value. Note that it is almost infeasible
to predict the exact value of the number from the context. VM is
thus mainly to encourage the LM to understand number in a finer
grain than the order of magnitude as compared to MM. Besides,
VM only masks a token of the number (e.g., 𝑇𝑜𝑘2 in Figure 1(c))
to accelerate the training where the LM can quickly learn a rough
range of the target value from the remaining tokens of the number.

Although the standard MLM also has the chance to mask a token
within number, the proposed MM and VM are inherently different
from MLM due to the number-oriented prediction targets. For in-
stance, for the number 8506 in Figure 1 where the token “85” is
masked and “06” is given, VM can distinguish that a prediction of
7506 is better than that of 1506, while MLM treats “75” and “15”
similarly as two wrong vocabulary IDs. Note that both MM and
VM require the identification of numbers to generate training data,
which can be easily achieved by heuristic rules [33, 38].
2A large range can be easily achieved if necessary by simply adjusting the classification
function and further training our LM over corpus with numbers in a large range.
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Figure 1: Illustration of different pre-training methods: (a) the existing MLM; (b) magnitude model (MM); (c) value model
(VM). Note that tokens in grey color are numeric tokens. Masked tokens are highlighted with dotted frame where 𝑬 [𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐾 ]
and 𝑬 [𝑁𝑈𝑀 ] are token embedding. The raw text of the example is "Spend 8506 dollars to buy a Tesla V100 Volta GPU.".

Instantiation. The deep bidirectional Transformer3 used in BERT
has become a dominant architecture of LMs. Considering the com-
putation cost of pre-training a LM from scratch, an energy efficient
and feasible way to perform numerical pre-training is to train upon
the model parameters released by previous work. For example, by
taking BERT as the initiation, we train two new LMs according
to Equation 2 and 3, which are named as BERT-M and BERT-V .
Considering that MM and VM are focused on different properties
of number, one further improvement is integrating BERT-M and
BERT-V. We aggregate them in a late fusion manner [35] instead
of training a new LM with an objective that combines Equation 2
and 3. This is becauseMM and VMhave different masking strategies
where MM masks the whole number while VM masks word-pieces.
In particular, for a downstream task, we separately fine-tune BERT-
M and BERT-V and calculate the weighted sum of their predictions.
The aggregation is named as BERT-MV.

3 DATASETS
To evaluate the numeracy of pre-trained LM, we adopt four number-
oriented prediction tasks: 1) Number Forecasting (NF); 2) Numerical
Decoding (ND); 3) Magnitude Inference (MI) [5]; and 4) Numeri-
cal Fact Checking (NFC) [5], where better prediction performance
can reflect the numeracy of the pre-trained LM from at least one
of following perspectives: 1) Number embedding, which reflects
whether the embedding of numeric tokens in a LM indeed encodes
the magnitude and value information of numbers. 2) Number-text
composition, which shows whether the LM capture the meaningful
connections between common words and numbers. 3) Number-
number composition. It reflects whether the LM is able to capture
connections between different numbers. In particular:

Number Forecasting. The task [44] tests the expressiveness
of numeric token embedding. It takes the embeddings of number
including integer, decimal and fraction as inputs to predict the scien-
tific notation value. We utilize scientific notation value to separate
magnitude and value precision, so as to avoid possible negative

3We refer the reader to the origin paper [9] for more details of the model architecture.

impacts from different scales. We propose to use MSE as the mea-
surement, where lower MSE implies a higher quality of embeddings,
i.e., the numeric values are recovered with higher precision. In par-
ticular, a number is typically segmented into multiple tokens by
the LM, which typically have 1-3 digits. The embedding of these
tokens are fed into a prediction model such as an LSTM.

Numerical Decoding. It is coherent with the MLM pre-training
objective [9], which evaluates the quality of contextual numeric
token representations. It takes a masked document as input and
predicts the masked numeric tokens according to the context in-
formation. This task, to some extent, requires the LM to capture
the connections between the target numeric token and the context.
As a classification task, we use accuracy (Acc) as measurement,
where a higher value indicates a stronger composition ability of
the contextual numeric token representations.

Magnitude Inference. The MI task aims to predict the magni-
tude of a number according to its contexts. To some extend, MI
is a harder task than ND since we perform number-level masking
instead of single tokens so as to encourage the model to fully rely
on the context. MI is a 𝑀-way classification problem where 𝑀 is
the number of magnitude orders considered. To avoid the potential
impacts from class imbalance, we use Micro-F1 andMacro-F1 scores
as measurements where a higher value means better performance.

Numerical Fact Checking. This task aims to identify whether
the numerical statements in a document hold true or false [5]. Given
a document with at least one number, it predicts whether there is a
number with exaggerated or understated values. In other words,
the task is to check whether the value of number is larger, smaller
or equal to the one in reality. We utilize Acc as measurement since
the task only has 3 classes and it is easy to achieve class balance.

Regarding the selected tasks, we construct labeled datasets of
financial documents. In particular, we collect a corpus of 100,000 fi-
nancial news on Tiingo4 from Jun. 2016 to Jun. 2019, which includes
both title and abstract. In addition to the raw text, each document
is pre-processed with word-piece tokenization according to the
vocabulary in BERT 5 . As illustrated in Figure 2(a), each document
4https://www.tiingo.com/.
5https://github.com/google-research/bert.

https://www.tiingo.com/
https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Table 1: Description of selected evaluation datasets of NF, ND, MI, and NFC.

Task Type Evaluation
Metric Description Dataset (#Documents)

Training Validation Testing
NF Regression MSE Predict the value of number 17,600 2,200 2,200
ND Classification Acc Predict the ID of masked numeric token - - 100,000

MI Classification Micro-F1
Macro-F1 Predict the magnitude of masked number 60,000 20,000 20,000

NFC Classification Acc Predict whether a numerical statement is a fact 180,000 60,000 60,000
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Figure 2: Distribution of the documentsw.r.t. : (a) the count of numbers; (b) themagnitude of number; and (c) document length.

contains at least one number. Moreover, this corpus contains docu-
ments with number intensity at different levels (from 1 number to
more than 10 numbers). In addition, as shown in Figure 2(b), most
of the numbers have value within the range of [1, 1,000], which can
be used to evaluate numeracy to some extend. Lastly, Figure 2(c)
shows the distribution of documents w.r.t. the total number of to-
kens (i.e., document length). As can be seen, this corpus is more
about short documents since we only consider the title and abstract
of news articles. In this way, the document still contains enough
information, but will not take too muchmemory for fine-tuning and
testing LMs. Upon this corpus, we first construct labeled datasets
for the ND, MI, and NFC tasks.

Numerical Decoding. Following the conventional masked lan-
guage model [9], we randomly replace 15% of the tokens with
[MASK] to test pre-trained LMs. For example, the sentence "Fu-
elCell Energy Announces Pricing of $40 Million Registered Direct
Offering of Common Stock and Warrants" will be converted to: [fuel,
[MASK], ##l, energy, [MASK], pricing, of, $, [MASK], million, regis-
tered, [MASK], offering, of, ##com, ##mon, stock, [MASK], warrant,
##s]. The LM is expected to predict the ID of masked tokens, where
we evaluate the prediction accuracy over the numeric tokens.

Magnitude Inference. In this dataset, we mask a number in
each document and label the document with the magnitude of the
masked number. For example, the same example sentence will be
changed to: [fuel, ##cel, ##l, energy, announces, pricing, of, $, [MASK],
million, registered, direct, offering, of, com, ##mon, stock, and, warrant,
##s]. The model is expected to correctly predict the magnitude of the
masked number (“40”), i.e., the label is 10𝑒1. As shown in Figure 2(b),
the numbers in the corpus is mainly at five orders. We thus confine
the MI task to be a 5-way classification.

Numerical Fact Checking. This dataset is close to the one of
MI. Instead of masking a number in each document, we construct
fake documents by editing the number and keeping the remaining
unchanged to simulate numerical frauds. In particular, the original
document, and the fake ones whose number is enlarged or reduced
by 50% are labeled as true, exaggerate, and understate, respectively.

Again, for the example document, we will replace the original num-
ber “40” to “60” and “20” to generate the exaggerate and understate
document. Note that we intuitively set the scale of perturbation as
50% according to the results in previous work [5]6.

Number Forecasting. The NF task takes number (e.g., “8605”)
as input document, which is tokenized according to the vocabulary
of the LM (e.g., [“86”, “05”]). Considering that the number in our
corpus is mainly within a narrow range of [1, 1,000], we randomly
select numbers in [10𝑒-10, 10𝑒10] to reflect the generalization ability
of the embeddings of the LM. Furthermore, we enforce the numbers
to be in various formats including integer, decimal, and fraction.
Without loss of generality, we randomly sample 1,000 numbers
from each magnitude to restrict the scale of dataset to be afford-
able. Moreover, we omit the negative numbers since it is trivial to
discriminate the sign of number.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We test the proposed numerical pre-training methods on the con-
structed datasets to investigate their effectiveness and shed light
on the performance improvement w.r.t. the number intensity of
documents.

Pre-training Dataset (fin10-K)7 is a large-scale corpus in fi-
nancial domain with SEC fillings of annual 10-K reports from com-
panies listed in U.S. stock markets [8]. In total, fin10-K consists 497
million words with 7.9 million of them are recognized as numbers.
We follow the prior work on numeral modeling [38] and number
standardization [33] to recognize numbers and parse their value.
Note that fin10-K is only used for pre-training and No document in
the four testing datasets has appeared in fin10-K.

Compared Methods.We compare the proposed method with
four off-the-shelf LMs: BERT [9], ALBERT [20], XLNet [47], and
FinBERT [8]. We initialize the proposed BERT-M and BERT-V with

6This work does not employ the datasets of MI and NFC in [5] since their datasets
are insufficient for numeracy evaluation. For instance, a large portion of the target
numbers are years, where the LM can easily recognize the order of magnitude and
identify the numerical fraud.
7http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~khanna/fin10-K/.

http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~khanna/fin10-K/
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the parameters of FinBERT which is pre-trained over the fin10-K
corpus. For BERT-MV, we simply average the prediction of BERT-
M and BERT-V on the downstream task. Note that all methods
train LM with 12 transformer layers with 12 self-attention heads
and hidden size of 768. Note that we omit potential baselines that
consider numeracy in the training of conventional LM such as [38]
since they cannot be applied to the recent LMs, which have shown
superior performance [9].

Implementation Details. We implement the proposed meth-
ods based on BERT8. (1) Pre-training. BERT-M and BERT-V are
pre-trained over fin10-K for 1 epoch on 4 Tesla V100 GPUs with
batch size of 96 per GPU and the max token length of 128 where
we set the learning rate as 1𝑒-6 and omit the warmup. (2) ND. For
all the LMs, we use the decoding head corresponding to MLM to
predict the ID of the masked tokens. Note that both BERT-M and
BERT-V inherit the MLM decoding head from their initialization.
(3)MI and NFC. These two tasks are solved by fine-tuning the pre-
trained LM with an additional prediction layer. For MI and NFC, the
prediction layers are fed in the output embedding corresponding to
the [NUM] (i.e., the masked number) and [CLS] (i.e., the start token),
respectively. Note that we use [CLS] token for the NFC since we
do not know which number could be exaggerated or understated.
For both tasks, we fine-tune the model for 5 epochs with learning
rate of 2𝑒-5, batch size of 64, and max token length of 128. (4) NF.
We lookup the embedding table of the LM and extract a sequence
of embeddings corresponding to the numeric tokens of the input
number. The embeddings are fed into a prediction model with one
Bi-LSTM layer and three fully-connected layers to predict the value
and magnitude of the number. We set the size of hidden layers as
20 and train the model for 100 epochs through Adam with batch
size of 128 and learning rate of 5𝑒-3.

4.1 Performance Comparison
Table 2 summarizes the performance of compared methods on the
four datasets. Note that we omit the result of ALBERT and XLNET
on the ND task since their token vocabulary are distinct from the
other methods. From the table, we have the following observations:
• Across all the four tasks, FinBERT achieves an average improve-
ment over BERT by 8.08%, which is attributed to the pre-training
over fin10-K. As fin10-K is more number-intensive than the cor-
pus for pre-training BERT, the result indicates that training with
more numbers indeed can enhance the numeracy of LM.

• BERT-M and BERT-V outperform FinBERT with a relative im-
provement of 4.83% and 4.34%, respectively. As all the three mod-
els are trained on the fin10-K corpus, the improvements validate
the effectiveness of the proposed pre-training methods. Further-
more, this result justifies the rationality of enhancing the numer-
acy of LM in a self-supervised manner, i.e., through additional
training tasks of predicting number properties.

• In all cases, BERT-MV outperforms both BERT-M and BERT-V,
which is attributed to the model aggregation. This improvement
is reasonable and consistent with the observations in previous
work [22] that model aggregation in a late fusion manner is
effective for solving downstream tasks. This result reflects the

8https://github.com/huggingface/transformers.
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Figure 3: Performance on MI and NFC w.r.t. documents with
different count of numbers. The count of numbers means
how many numbers appear in the document.
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Figure 4: Performance on MI and NFC w.r.t. documents with
different lengths.

potential of aggregating more LMs considering different skills of
numeracy in the pre-training such as numerical operations [13].

• Among the remaining baselines, BERT outperforms ALBERT,
which is a parameter reduction version of BERT. Although pre-
vious work shows that the parameter reduction does not hurt
the literacy of LM, this result indicates the potential harm of pa-
rameter reduction on the numeracy of the LM. We postulate the
reason to be the factorized embedding parameterization, which
might cause the information loss on numeric tokens. Besides,
XLNet performs slightly better than BERT, which is consistent
with the observation on standard text understanding tasks [47].

• As to different tasks, BERT-M and BERT-V achieve the largest
performance gain over FinBERT on NF (>12.47%). The result
shows that the embeddings learned by the proposed MM and
VM can better recover the value information of numbers.

4.2 In-depth Analysis
To investigate where numerical pre-training works better, we per-
form group-wise analysis regarding the number intensity of the
input documents. In particular, we split the testing documents into
groups according to the count of numbers or document length. We
select MI and NFC to conduct the study and omit the results on ND
for saving space, which have similar trends as the results on the MI
task. Intuitively, a number intensive document is an easy case in
the MI task (more numerical clues visible), but a hard case in the
NFC task (more candidate numerical frauds).

4.2.1 Study w.r.t. the Count of Numbers. Figure 3 shows the per-
formance of BERT, FinBERT, BERT-V, and BERT-M (other methods

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Table 2: Prediction performance of the compared methods on the four datasets. RI means the relative improvement achieved
by the corresponding method over FinBERT. Values in bold font means the best performance on the dataset. ↑ and ↓ denote
that better performance is reflected by a higher and lower value, respectively.

Method NF ND MI NFC RIMSE↓ Acc↑ Micro-F1↑ Macro-F1↑ Acc↑
BERT 0.2921 0.1094 0.7292 0.7319 0.5653 -

ALBERT 0.2977 - 0.7139 0.7151 0.5391 -
XLNet 0.1608 - 0.7282 0.7326 0.5685 -
FinBERT 0.2574 0.1309 0.7275 0.7301 0.5712 -
BERT-M 0.2155 0.1322 0.7437 0.7473 0.5697 4.83%
BERT-V 0.2253 0.1342 0.7438 0.7468 0.5720 4.34%
BERT-MV 0.1804 0.1390 0.7448 0.7477 0.5999 10.88%

are omitted for better illustration) on MI and NFC. From the figures,
we have the following observations: 1) For MI, all models achieve
the best performance on the more number-intensive group with
more than 5 numbers. This result is as expected since numbers in
the document could be closely connected to each other. As such,
more visible numbers in the document means more clues for pre-
dicting the magnitude of the masked number. On the NFC task, all
models perform worse when the input document contains more
numbers. Recall that the NFC task requires the model to recognize
which number is intentionally exaggerated or understated before
classifying the document. As such, documents with more numbers
is harder to be classified.

4.2.2 Study w.r.t. Length of Document. Figure 4 shows the perfor-
mance of compared methods on MI and NFC.

Magnitude Inference. From Figure 4(a), we can see that: a)
All models achieve the worst performance on short documents
with less than 20 tokens. This result is reasonable since shorter
documents might not have enough clues in the context to infer
the magnitude of the masked number. This result points out a
shortage of the pre-trained LMs on short documents, suggesting
the consideration of additional information in the pre-training such
as domain knowledge [39, 50]. b) BERT-M and BERT-V achieve
the biggest improvement over FinBERT on long documents with
more than 50 tokens where the context information is much richer.
The improvement reflects the better composition ability of BERT-M
and BERT-V, i.e., making the usage of context information more
effective, which is attributed to the magnitude model and the value
model. c) In all cases, BERT-M and BERT-V consistently outperform
FinBERT, which further validates the effectiveness and rationality
of injecting numeracy into LM.

Numerical Fact Checking. In Figure 4(b), the performance
across document groups does not show a clear trend. We postulate
the reason to be the existence of testing samples that require in-
formation beyond the input to check the numerical statement. For
instance, in the document of “China GDP growth in 2019 was 3.1
percent”, it needs the knowledge that China GDP growth in the first
three quarters is already much large than 3.1 percent to classify it
as understate. It thus would be beneficial to encode such numerical
domain knowledge into the pre-training of LM.

4.2.3 Study Beyond Financial Documents. In addition to the con-
structed datasets, we then evaluate the pre-trained LMs on public
benchmark dataset of numerical question answering [10]. The task
aims to answer number-involved questions according to a relevant
passage, which require discrete operations over the numbers in the
passage. In particular, we adopt the widely used dataset DROP9
and select the questions with numeric answers (51,967 in total). We
randomly split the dataset into training, validation, and testing with
a ratio of 8:1:1 and report the testing performance w.r.t. relative
mean absolute error (rMAE) where a lower value indicates better
performance. We follow the origin paper of DROP [10] to fine-tune
FinBERT and BERT-MV over the training question-answer pairs
where a fully-connected layer is adopted to focus the value of an-
swer. Under this setting, FinBERT and BERT-MV achieve rMAE
of 0.7184 and 0.6897. The superior performance of BERT-MV fur-
ther validates the effectiveness of our pre-trained LM, which is
attributed to the numerical pre-training.

5 RELATEDWORK
LM Pre-training. Following the success of pre-training word em-
bedding in various NLP tasks [25, 28, 29, 42], extensive efforts are
dedicated to LM pre-training [8, 9, 30, 47], which focus on two per-
spectives: model architecture and training objective. Along model
architecture, the overall trend is shifting from recurrent neural net-
works [14, 29, 30] to Transformer [43] due to its superior capability
in capturing context semantics and its friendlies to large-scale dis-
tributed training. As such, Transformer has become the dominant
architecture of LM [9, 31, 47]. As to the training objective, most
recent LMs aim to capture bidirectional context. These training
objectives include MLM [9, 22], next sentence prediction [9, 22],
span prediction [18], cross-lingual pre-training [6], bidirectional
autoregressive pre-training [36, 47], and knowledge-aware pre-
training [39, 50]. While the existing LMs show strong literacy, en-
hancing the numeracy of these LMs has received relatively rate
scrutiny, which is the focus of this work.

Numeracy of LM. A few existing work has considered the nu-
meracy of LM [13, 17, 38], which is based on the autoregressive LM
and largely focused on overcoming the out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
issue when learning number representations. However, the OOV

9https://allennlp.org/drop.
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issue has been largely resolved by the Byte Pair Encoding [34] word
segmentation, which is a default setting for the recent advance of
pre-trained LM. As such, these methods [38] cannot be applied to
enhance the numeracy of recent LMs. This work is focused on the
numeracy of recent LMs such as BERT. A very recent work [13] has
a similar target, but focuses on the skill of numerical calculations,
and is restricted to special inputs with a heterogeneous format of
table and text. Moreover, a few work has explored the evaluation
of LM numeracy [26, 38, 44]. However, these researches typically
focus on one objective of numeracy, e.g., number embedding, lack-
ing a thorough consideration of numeracy. Beyond evaluation, this
work also provides numeracy enhanced LMs.

Numerical Text Understanding. Numerical text understand-
ing means applications on number intensive documents. In addition
to the variant of common text understanding applications in spe-
cial domains such as sentiment analysis over financial reports [24]
and recommendation of financial news [12], there are also several
number-orient tasks, including number classification [4], numeral
attachment [3], numeric fused-heads constructions [11], and dis-
crete reasoning [32]. In addition, extensive efforts are dedicated to
numerical question answering which requires numerical inference
to answer a given question [51] or solve a math word problem [48].
This line of research is focused on the development of neural compo-
nents to perform numerical inference [1, 15, 32]. For instance, Ran
et al. [32] proposed to model the number comparison and numerical
reasoning by a numerically-aware graph neural network, namely
NumNet. Technically speaking, this work is on an orthogonal di-
rection which aims to improve the numeracy of pre-trained LM
and is able to be applied to various numerical text understanding
applications rather than a specific task.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we highlighted the importance of numeracy for NLP
applications in finance. We explored the central theme of enhancing
the numeracy of pre-trained LM. We proposed two numerical pre-
training methods, magnitude model and value model, that teach the
LM to understand number and learn number-text composition and
number-number composition. We applied the proposed methods to
pre-train BERT, obtaining BERT-M and BERT-V, which are further
aggregated to be BERT-MV. Moreover, we constructed four datasets
to evaluate the numeracy of LM, where extensive experiments
validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

Insights from the experimental results indicate several potential
future directions. For instance, we will consider more numerical
objectives into LM pre-training such as recognizing the number
category [4], considering fine-grained number connections, and in-
corporating numerical domain knowledge [45]. In addition, we will
evaluate the pre-trained LMs on more real-world applications with
number intensive texts such as news generation [41], information
extraction [27], and dialogue system [49]. Besides, we would like
to extend to multiple modalities [37] to account for the figures and
tables in financial documents.
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